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Background

Introduction
• In 2015, we conducted a study among New Zealand’s top sheep and beef farmers. RMPP commissioned this study to better

understand the main drivers of performance for this elite group of food producers.
• Five years on, RMPP have requested that we revisit these farmers to discuss a slightly different topic. This year we interviewed

basically the same group of farmers. The topics under investigation were:
• Main opportunities these farmers were seeing in their industry.
• Main challenges they are facing right now.
• What is different now compared to five years ago.
• What are the critical characteristics that help them to consistently achieve a much higher than average level of performance.

Methodology
• A similar qualitative in-depth interview approach to 2015 was undertaken. However, due to Covid-19 restrictions, interviews were

not conducted face-to-face. Most interviews were undertaken online via the Zoom platform, while about one third of these
farmers were interviewed via the telephone.

• Not all farmers from 2015 were available to take part in this research. A total of 22 interviews were conducted this year.
• Farmers were interviewed from right across the country. Most operated mixed sheep and beef operations.
• To determine the findings in this report a thematic qualitative analysis approach was adopted.
• Themes were initially identified from interview notes. To test for the strength of and prevalence of these themes Interview

transcripts were then read. Conversations between the two researchers on this study provided a further check to test the existence
and prevalence of the main themes.
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Background (cont.)

Reporting
• This report is structured via the three following chapters:

1. Executive summary
2. Main changes since 2015
3. Critical characteristics of high-performing farmers

• Each chapter has an overview, followed by slides that explore main themes in more detail then slides of verbatim farmer quotes
that illustrate the identified themes using the words of farmers.

The study was undertaken by Marc Elliott (UMR Director) with support from Marcus Downs (Senior UMR Researcher).
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1.0 Executive Summary    
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Executive summary – main changes since 2015
1. There is a stronger focus on addressing environmental challenges. However, in almost all cases sound environmental practices

equate to sound farming business principles, which put many of these high-performing farmers in a good starting place to rise
to the challenge. They are using technology to more efficiently target inputs into both pasture and animals, which protects both
the environment and their bottom-line. Many of these farmers are also at the forefront of participating in quality assurance
programs.

2. Concerns about negative public perceptions of farming, linked through to regulation were in play in 2015, but the intensity of
concern has increased (albeit a sense of perceptions towards farmers recently warming in response to COVID-19). There was a
theme among this group of wanting to take ownership of this issue and help to show the public that protecting animals and the
environment is central to their business models.

3. Concerns about drought and climate changes are more to the fore this year. Some farmers are thinking about pathways to
becoming carbon neutral. However, with a lack of a clear way to measure their current carbon footprint, there is much
uncertainty around how this is going to play out. Regardless of attitude towards being carbon neutral, most of these farmers
understand the need to adapt to meet market trends – even if they find the science less convincing.

4. This year these high-performing farmers are more concerned about changing consumer tastes. Five years ago these farmers
were focused on producing quality products that consumers wanted, obviously this continues. However, this time round there
is apprehension about long-term demand for lamb. These farmers are working to ready their intergenerational businesses to
meet this long-term trend.

5. COVID-19 is an obvious new topic this year. However, they view this as having both upsides and downsides, with most feeling
more positive.
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Executive summary – characteristics of high-performing farmers   
The characteristics of high-performing farmers remain unchanged. The qualities that deliver high performance are universal. The
research identified a different characteristic this year which relates to these farmers having a strong sense of self-awareness, which
is most evident in their desire to follow a certain ‘style of farming’. There are potentially several reasons for this that are discussed
in this report.

• Consistency of execution is what sets high-performing farmers apart from their peers.

• They do this by having an unrelenting focus on attention to detail around both the mental and physical aspects of farming. This
focus is underpinned by a commitment to measuring and monitoring performance.

• They have a strong sense of self-awareness and a clear vision of the style of farming they want to pursue.

• They run efficient systems often described as simple – but this is an understatement.

• Both long and short-term planning is integral to how they farm. Most like numbers; hence the focus on measuring, which allows
them to work out margins, reduce costs and farm more for profit than production.

• High-performers are willing to experiment by tweaking and honing their system, however they shy away from unproven
practices that are inconsistent with their style of farming.

• They draw on the knowledge and support of both an on and off-farm team and they love what they do.
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Executive summary – key practices of high-performing farmers
• High-performing farmers use technology to more efficiently target inputs, especially around fertiliser and animal health

interventions.

• They make early decisions to pre-empt the loss of stock and pasture condition. They achieve this by using an in-depth knowledge
of their farm and animals via close observation over many years. These observations are almost always recorded, generally via
technology, but also in some cases via extensive handwritten diary notes.

• These farmers tend to have a clear picture of the three to five aspects of their farm that drive performance and almost always
get these right. For example, making sure ewes are in the right condition prior to tupping or, as one farmer said, following the
four Cs of Cobalt, Clover, Costs and Cash. And another who knows when cropping under his conditions, the seed must be sown
down one centimetre not 0.5cm.

• All these famers know they must invest in quality infrastructure, as the consequences of not doing so are a distraction from
focusing on what is most important; animals and grass.

• They make sure they are alert to what is happening on their farms by remaining physically close to their pasture and animals.
While planning and office work are important, they know more money can be lost if they are not continually observing what is
happening on their farms. For example, to accurately understand a lamb's condition, you need to touch the animal.

• As these farmers are always paying close attention to both their stock and pasture, they are much more likely to be out
shifting stock than other famers. They work hard to solve the puzzle of balancing both pasture and stock condition throughout
the year.

• They also surround themselves with other well-regarded farmers, rural professionals and family members. This helps them to
test and tweak ideas and find new ones.
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2.0 Main changes since 2015    
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Summary – main changes since 2015
To achieve better results, most high-performing farmers are working to tweak their operations in similar areas to 2015. However,
there are five areas that stood out as being at least somewhat different to five years ago:

2.1 There is a stronger focus on addressing environment challenges linking through to proof of effort (quality assurance
programs) to earn a premium and/or in some cases, avoid being penalised in the market. In almost all cases, sound environmental
practices equated to sound farming business principles, which put many high-performing farmers in a good starting place to rise to
the challenge. A significant component of being a more environmentally sustainable farmer is using technology to more accurately
target the use of inputs such as fertiliser. The targeted use of inputs creates profit via a more efficient use of expensive inputs and is
environmentally sound because it reduces run-off and wastage. They also look to breed and manage animals in a way to reduce
costly animal health interventions. Some are experimenting with regenerative agriculture that potentially holds some solutions to
meeting environmental challenges.

2.2 Concerns about negative public perceptions of farming, linked through to regulation were in play in 2015, but the
intensity of farmers’ concern today is up a few notches from five years ago. There is a strong theme among this group of wanting to
take ownership of this issue and help to show the public that they farm with integrity, as the welfare of their animals and the
environment are central to their business models. However, many are sick of the harsh criticism coming from others and the
resulting blanket regulations that they feel will do more harm than good, as all farmers will be penalised. These high-performers are
good at what they do because they have an intimate understanding of their farm and animal makeup, and what it can and cannot
do. This means they mostly farm in a way that is in keeping with the environment they live in, achieving a balance between
sustainability and profit.

2.3 Concerns about drought and climate changes are more to the fore this year. Some farmers are thinking about pathways
to becoming carbon neutral. However, with a lack of a clear way to measure current carbon footprint, there is much uncertainty
around how this is going to play out. Others are reacting to what they feel is an unfair assessment of sheep and beef farming on the
climate. These farmers believe that much of what they do in their operations (particularly sheep farming) is close to carbon neutral
anyway.
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Summary – main changes since 2015

2.4 Linked to climate and environmental sustainability, another topic that seems to be more in the minds of these high-
performing farmers are concerns about changing consumer taste. Five years ago, these farmers were focused on producing quality
products that consumers wanted, obviously this continues. However, this time around some apprehension is creeping in about the
desire of consumers to keep eating ‘cute lambs’. While they feel there is a medium-term future for lamb, there is less certainty of
longer-term demand (in 20 to 50 years time).

As most of these farmers are generational farmers and focused on long-term planning, they are starting to consider how they
need to respond to this. The main response is an increasing focus on diversification. Some feel that wool will have its day again
and are pursuing this via mid-micron merino cross breeds. These cross-bred animals are delivering a strong wool and meat
income, while having a much better constitution than straight merinos (cheaper and easier to farm). They are also accessing
long-term (up to 10 years) contracts with Smart Wools for their merino wool.

2.5 COVID-19 is obviously a new topic this year. However, these high-performing farmers are not strongly concerned either
way. There is some apprehension about a potential recession over the next 12-18 months and a move away from more expensive
lamb cuts in overseas markets. On the other side, farmers are equally buoyed that they work in an essential industry that is
becoming increasingly important to a New Zealand economy that no longer has Tourism to rely on. Some have recently noticed a
definite warming towards farmers from the general public – as they have been reminded of the critical importance food producers
play in New Zealand. Many are hoping this warming trend continues, as it made lead to less ‘unhelpful’ regulations.
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2.1 Environmental sustainability 
• There is a much stronger focus this year on tackling the challenge of environmental sustainability. The general assertion, among

these high-performing famers is that they want ‘to get ahead of the curve’. This means most are doing all they can right now in a
managed way that allows them to maintain a profitable business.

• Many of the activities required to run a high-performing farm are environmentally sound. This means most of these high-
performing farmers are already well-placed to rise to the challenge. These farmer know how essential quality soils are to
production, so they tend to have a strong focus on wanting to protect them. This means limiting cultivation on steep slopes and
grazing crops in a way to prevent soil erosion.

• High-performing farmers have a strong focus on infrastructure. Many have extensive fencing to help them more effectively graze
animals and control their pasture. Fencing off water ways also makes sense from a farm management perspective.

• These farmers are cognizant of what the market wants; they are increasingly becoming involved in quality assurance
programmes. Many of them are currently working with either the industry or their processors at the forefront of helping to
develop workable accreditation schemes to provide the necessary evidence to markets.

• Water quality is another area these farmers are thinking about (rules vary around the country.) It makes sense to farmers to
measure the quality of water coming into the property and then leaving, and if it stays the same or improves, that shows they
are doing their part. A few farmers are achieving this now and others are happy to move towards this when it is required in their
region. Many already have reticulated water systems in place, so keeping stock away from water is not new to them.
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Proactively making changes – good for business    Verbatim

That is a key one because if we don’t get ahead of the curve,
if farmers don’t get smarter at what they are doing. the rules
will be imposed on them all and it will be a one-size-fits all
blanket approach. (Southland, male)

I think the Otago Regional Council, at the moment, they have
left it in the farmers hands that as long as our waterways are
clean and being tested as clean then they are quite happy to
just leave us be. So we have been quite proactive about it.
They are not forcing us to do anything at this stage. (Otago,
female)

[Main drivers for doing so many things in the environmental space?] Because it is good for our
bottom line. Plain and simple. There is no point in trashing pastures in the winter for example up on
the hill that struggle to come back. There is no point in putting on more fertiliser than you need to.
There is no point in letting your soil erode and go down the creek. No point in doing that, because
your good topsoil, if you are going to lose that, that is where all your nutrients are. (North
Canterbury, male)
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Documenting sustainability     Verbatim

My personal point of view is that we need to go to a point
where it is kind of like an accreditation scheme or something
like that, a bit like the organic farmers have where they meet
certain criteria and they are checked off and then they can
tick themselves off as being bio-grow or whatever it is,
organic farms. So I think this is what we are going to see
happening in the next few years in the farming world. And it
is one advantage we have as sheep farmers over dairy
farmers, because I don’t know how they are going to
differentiate the milk in the milk tanker from one dairy farm
to the next. It is a lot easier with lambs. (Southland, male)

A lot of our farm assurance programme and what we are
actually doing on farm, are we doing the things that the
customer actually wants to see farmers doing? There is a lot
more pressure now around climate change, fresh water,
animal welfare and all of these things. I was talking to some
friends of ours at their farm locally and the whole farming
environment probably has changed from being production
focused to now there are a lot more things in the melting pot
that you actually have to consider – which we probably
considered in the past but not to the same extent that I think
you have to consider now. (Canterbury, male)

[Can you explain that to me a bit more?] If we want to actually sell to basically the rich, we want to sell at the top end of
the market, and you are going to have to differentiate yourself somehow or another and by higher quality standards that
are documented would be a pretty good start. (Canterbury, female)
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Fencing for environment Verbatim

We started fencing off water-ways years and years ago and
we have pretty well consistently done some, every year.
Maybe the odd year we haven’t done some. But we have
pretty much come to the end of that now because they are
pretty much all done. And it has actually helped a lot through
various things. We always had stock that would get in there
and die just because they felt they needed to. But I can see it
helping the waterways themselves just the size of the streams
we have got two main ones that run through the farm and
the one that we fenced off for a start just the whole look of
the creek itself or the ditch itself has changed. It is quite
remarkable really. So it is actually quite pleasing to see that.
(Otago, male)

[Environmental measures?] I do everything you can think of.
So all our waterways are fenced. We have currently got two
zones that we are working on to refence and replant because
we are not happy with them. (North Canterbury, male)
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Grazing management to protect environment  Verbatim

We have been quite conscious about certain paddocks on the
place that won’t get cultivated, it is quite steep, and it has got
a big high run through it and it gets wet in the winter sort of
thing. But with the guidelines now that are out, it has
certainly made us a lot more conscious of how we feed stock
on crops. If it is close to a stream, fence off a buffer zone and
things like that. And because they are sheep, they still make a
mess but they don’t make as big a mess as cows do. So we
certainly make sure that we don’t have big floods running
down the paddocks letting stuff get into the waterways.
(Otago, male)

We have got grazing management going on in the winter
which is a pretty hot topic at the moment. Making sure we
graze paddocks the right way, so we don’t get sediment run-
off. Most of our farms are flat. We have got one hill farm
that we have changed the whole wintering system on that
farm now. (North Canterbury, male)
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Planting for aesthetics the environment, and animal welfare  Verbatim

A lot of that native planting is in areas of paddocks that you
can turn the rest of the paddock over, but you can’t turn that
over. So it is about aesthetics really, I guess, making it look
tidy. Having said that, not a lot of them have survived this
year because of the dry. But you live and learn, and we will
get better as we go on. (Hawke Bay, male)

I basically took over the farm about five years later and we
kept planting trees and we are still planting them now.
Planted another shelter belt this winter. You don’t stop. We
have been harvesting some trees that mum and dad planted.
The forestry price was good two years ago, so we harvested
some trees. Hacked out a whole lot of shelter belts that were
50 years old and then just replanted straight away. That is
intergenerational at the end of the day. There are a lot of
benefits along the way, remember, with having shelter for
your animals, slowing the wind down and growing better
crops because you have shelter. Probably gained 2 – 3 weeks
in your production system by slowing the wind down. (North
Canterbury, male)
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Water quality Verbatim

When it comes to water quality, we would simply just like to
be able to measure a couple of main things. We have some
aquifers and streams but simply recording the quality of
water coming on to the place versus going back out the other
side. That would determine your imprint on the water quality.
Something simple like that I think we should, but the council
don’t really want to know about it as yet. (Gisborne, male)

You can test your arterial drains that come into those main
waterways as well. But basically in a nutshell, if it is cleaner
going out than it is coming in which ours is, then we probably
don’t have anything to worry about I don’t think at this stage.
(Otago, male)
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2.1.1 Environmental sustainability – Using technology to drive sustainable 
practices 
• Many are using technology to better target inputs into the main profit drivers for their business – this is done to make their

businesses both more profitable and more environmentally sustainable.

• New technology is mainly being used to more effectively target the application of inputs into the business. This includes more
targeted use of fertiliser to gain better returns from their investment in this expensive input.

• Technology is also being used to more accurately measure and monitor the performance of stock and pasture.

• Farming proactively, by making decisions early, is a critical aspect that helps these farmers to achieve higher levels of
performance. Some are strongly focused on using technology to keep accurate records of grass covers, which ensures they make
early decisions around trading stock which helps to keep them ahead of the curve.

• Some farmers noted that irrigation is critically important to their system. However they know there is significant opposition from
the general public towards farmers accessing water. They believe that with new technology around more efficient application
and use of water, an environmentally sound story can be told. This will ensure sheep and beef farmers can continue to earn their
social licence to use irrigation well into the future.

• One farmer using irrigation noted that more intensive farming on a small well-managed part of his farm allowed him to more extensively
farm the rest of his property. This reduced animal pressure on the hills and led to much more sustainable farm system overall including
health and wellbeing for animals and staff who both enjoyed being out on the hills

• Many of these high-performance farmers also look to breed and manage animals in a way to reduce costly animal health
interventions. This includes tweaking genetics to manage foot rot and other diseases and parasites. A few who are strongly
concerned about drench resistance, are conducting trials to find what will make their stock more tolerant to a worm burden.
This includes grazing management to help control worms in the paddocks.
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Soil testing to target fertiliser Verbatim

We did a whole farm soil test. So every paddock a couple of
people spent quite a bit of time walking around the property
taking soil tests and ended up with a spreadsheet of each
paddock and a recommendation. So I got myself on Track
Map and I spent a wee bit of time painting in the paddocks.
So I probably saved on fertiliser and spent more on transport.
So some paddocks got no phosphate because they were high,
but they might have got pot ash. So it was split between the
phosphate, pot ash and Sulphur. So there was a mix and the
rate could have been different by paddock. I think there was
something like nine or 10 mixes or rates. (Southland, male)

We don’t use a lot of urea, it is a tool we use if we are just a
wee bit short of feed through that early spring. So we are
always quite conscious of that anyway. If you are putting too
much fertiliser on, you are just wasting your money to be
perfectly honest. And if you don’t soil test then you don’t
know. So you have to do that every year to know what is
going on. (Otago, male)
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Technology – to make more proactive decisions  Verbatim

I think you are farming too reactively if you are not using the
technology that is out there… I just don’t know how people
farm well and feed stock well and finish stock on time if they
are not using that kind of technology. (Gisborne, female)

I think another opportunity is with technology and you will
get that all the time but some specifics around that is
collecting data off our farms that turns us into proactive
decision makers rather than reactive decision makers. So we
get the data collected and then we get it interpreted and we
can make proactive decisions around disease control,
parasites, grass management and just the whole monitoring
of environmental impacts. (Southland, male)

I use a pasture growth forecasting app, a feed smart app
for doing feed budgeting if you want to, I use those from
time to time, a few simple ones, quite critical ones
actually, particularly around the feed budgeting one
(Otago, male)
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Technology to ensure efficient irrigation and manage 
environmental impacts 

Verbatim

Our intergenerational opportunity is the irrigation. I see it no
other ways. My ewe lambs because of water they are
probably looking the best they have ever looked ever and that
is purely because of water for farming to be more reliable, to
be able to value add, we can only value add if we have got a
guaranteed production system. However, to keep the
environmental footprint as low as possible, we are going to
use all the technology we can. (North Canterbury, male)

[Benefits of moving from water dykes to pivots?] I think there
should be less run-off or less nitrogen leaching with the pivots
and that sort of thing. [Do the pivots allow you to be more
exact with water use?] Yes you can. Two out of the three
pivots we have got the variable rate as well. Variable rate the
whole thing is a GPS, each individual nozzle. (Otago, male)
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Efficient irrigation for cost  Verbatim

We will do a bit more with irrigation and soil water
monitoring and that sort of thing going forward, and there
are always efficiencies there. At the moment, I can’t control
my pivots from my cell phone, but we will put that on there at
some stage and have that available as well. It costs us around
$250 - $300 a hectare annually to run irrigation, but our
returns are not that significant, so we are running on our dry
land about three stock units to the hectare and under
irrigation about 17. It is not even 10% of our farm, if that
wasn’t irrigated, we would have to cut our stock units in half.
We are only on a 350mm rainfall here, so that reliability we
get under that system to make our balage for the winter, and
grow some crop, and the lamb finishing is essential. (Central
Otago, male)

In the future, I plan to have stock run in bigger areas, so they
are not under huge pressure, which is better for animal
health, so have them under more intense irrigation feed for
short periods of time and then putting them back out on the
hills. It’s better for my own health and staff as well. People
really enjoy getting out on the extensive hills. With this, you
do not have to be there attending to the stock all the time, as
they attend to themselves, whereas with irrigation, you have
to be there all the time. And, having stock under irrigation for
too long is too hard on them and it increases your animal
health costs. (Otago, male)
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Breeding and managing animals to reduce costly animal health 
interventions 

Verbatim

At different times of the year you can change that up. You
would probably want to put older cattle in with the weaners
and the ewe lambs, just so they are eating any worm burden.
(Wairarapa, female)

Those little things with genetics, in terms of genes and that ability to
select now using gene markers, is actually quite a powerful tool.
There is the feet issue, there is the carcass issue in terms of a
maternal flock, the constitution issue. So, that is the fine tuning the
stud flocks are going to have to do. A terminal sire for example,
getting bigger, leaner carcass, growing it faster, because that is how
a sheep farmer makes money. (North Canterbury, male)

Higher worm challenges - that is the biggest thing we are focusing on at the moment. We have done individual worm count samples on
all our ram hoggets, and we are putting out stock on more of a worm pressure than we normally would to find out which ones handle it.
So a lot of people just drench religiously every 30 days. So we do mild fecal egg counts before we drench and ideally, with a merino once it
gets to 400 eggs per gram, you will drench them. But we are waiting with our ram hoggets to around 70 days and waiting until their
average egg count is well over 600 before we will drench them. But before we drench them, we will do an individual worm egg count to
find out which ones are producing lots of eggs or have a high amount of worms in their system and which ones are the ones with low
worm egg counts. (Central Otago, male)
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2.1.2 Environmental sustainability – regenerative agriculture    
• One farming couple is changing their entire system to regenerative agriculture. They have been travelling down this path for

about three years and are pleased with the results.

• For this couple, regenerative agriculture makes perfect sense. They said it is much more environmentally sustainable. They enjoy
the approach as their soils are improving and their animals are much happier and healthier.

• Due to a reduction in inputs the system is low cost – which appeals to this farming couple, who understand the importance of
keeping costs in control in order to run a profitable business.

• The general approach means they have to work more with the natural environment and less against. This means they have to be
alert to what is happening on their farm, including within the soils and having a deep understanding of how plants grow. To get
this right they have to pay close attention to pasture covers and frequently shift mobs.

• There is some concern that other farmers will try out regenerative agriculture and fail at it, and the method will be blamed not
the farmer.

• A few other high-performing farmers are experimenting with this method of farming with a paddock or two to see how the
approach will work in their part of the world. Like most aspects of farming the principles need to be understood first and then

you need to experiment to see how they apply to the environment you farm in.
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Regenerative agriculture – entire farm system Verbatim

There are just so many positives with regen. Removal of
synthetic fertiliser, reduction of animal health treatment.
Reduced impact on soil, reduced cost. I mean you can still use
different fertilisers, but we look at biological fertiliser
application now as opposed to synthetic fertiliser. So the likes
of a seaweed fish meal. The more you look into regen, even
the likes of seaweed use, how there are 70 different nutrients
within seaweed. You start feeding that to your stock and you
start applying it to the farm there is so much benefit to it.
(Wairarapa, female)

When we shift the mobs it depends on the quantity of grass
within the paddock. With regenerative, you want to keep the
grass stem as high as possible so that it is photosynthesising.
Because if you eat it down, then it impacts on the whole root,
it is putting a strain on the root structure, it is putting a strain
on the plant. The higher you keep it the more vegetation you
are going to grow. (Wairarapa, female)….I am trying to get
the grass up to can height, then no lower that a crushed beer
can. (Wairarapa, male)
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Regenerative agriculture – experimenting Verbatim

I have tried a regenerative agricultural pasture mix in one
paddock just for interest sake, just to see what is happening in
that space and see if any of that can fit into our system or not.
it went really well on our irrigated country. But for bulk of
feed, for the cost of growing it, this is the first year we have
done it, so it will be interesting to see what the soil is like in
the spring and see how the next crop comes up after that. So
really low input at this stage and it is something we will
probably do one paddock a year of under our irrigation
anyway. But as far as on our dry land with 350mm rain fall I
think it would struggle to achieve what we are doing already
with our just straight Ryecorn and other pasture species.
(Central Otago, male)

I’ve looked into regenerative ag a bit. I think there is
something in it, but if not all the plants are eaten by the
animals and it is left to die back into the ground I would
rather have all the plants eaten and turned into shit that is
much closer to soil and then that goes back into the system.
I do quite a bit of it anyway on our extensive hill country I
will not turn that soil over. (Otago, male)
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2.2 Negative public perception and regulations 
• The sense of a negative public perception towards their industry is a significant challenge for these farmers who care deeply

about their industry and what it has to offer. These farmers are therefore naturally frustrated by what they consider to be an
unfair public assessment of their industry.

• These high-performing farmers feel there are misunderstandings among the general public and regulators about what happens
on farms. This is leading to potentially increased compliance that is not always necessary. These farmers concede that some of
their peers need to be pulled into line and that the industry has a role in ensuring this happens. However, they are concerned
about blanket approaches that penalise all farmers.

• There is strong concern about the potential impact that some rules (around water and climate change) being talked about, could
have on farming livelihoods.

• Some high-performing farmers believe they have a role to play in helping to find workable solutions so they will not be hit by
excessive regulation. Some see it as their responsibility to help maintain their licence to farm. They believe that there is a need to
build a deeper understanding between farmers, the general public and regulators.

• These farmers are calling for an open conversation that is based more around science. Some feel a personal responsibility to let
the public know more about what happens on farms. One mentioned the open gate campaign run by the dairy industry and feels
more of this type of interaction is needed.

• Much of what makes a farm perform is already environmentally sound. As we have already seen, many farmers are already well
down the track with fencing, looking after water ways, reticulated systems and high animal welfare standards all taken care of.
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Growing regulations having strong negative impact on farmers      Verbatim

There is quite a bit of doom and gloom in the industry and to
me I think it is around the regulations that have been thrown
at us. Specifically, around fresh water and climate change.
Farmers want to get out there and deal with animals and be
on the hills, they don’t want to be in the office trying to put
numbers and things together and fill out forms. And I just
think that it has created a downward mood I suppose.
(Canterbury, male)

The main obstacle I think is public perception. That is a huge
obstacle because a lot of people generally make the
assumption, and it is pretty wrong, that anyone who takes
water is an environmental vandal and should be paying for
their water. (North Canterbury, male)

Definitely all the political interference in farming. I am on a couple of irrigation boards and just some of the
stuff that is going on in the background there with changes to various Water Acts and Land Use Acts and
land planning and environment planning and all of these other regulations that are coming in, if some of
them come through in the form that they want them to go through, the impact that will have on farm is
pretty massive. Increase limitations on irrigation water available and all of that sort of thing will have a
major impact on business. (Central Otago, male)
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Farmers have a responsibility to help find solutions Verbatim

So we are doing a lot of stuff very well, we just need to
improve our image a little bit and just not rest on our laurels.
We have a licence to farm, it is not our land, we look after it
really, so I think that is important and that is something that
we will be focusing on. (Gisborne, female)

They need to stop dictating to us. Time and time again farmers
will be the ones that are going to solve the problem they just
need to step back and let the farmers farm. (Otago female)

The conventional farmers are probably going to be struggling
to keep all the laws for the next 10 years. We need accurate
measures about what’s happening on farm especially around
the environment so when we are having those discussions
with central government, we have got the technology
interpreted by science,– then we can start to development
some really good environmental laws. (Southland, male)

I think there needs to be deeper conversations. My
personal view is that I don’t think we should
compromise good practice like they have been talking
about with the fencing and the proof of placement of
fertiliser etc. but there has to be a wee bit of
understanding on the other side that doing the right
thing in the right way can get a good outcome rather
than just the blanket policy approach. (Southland, male)
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Need a more open dialogue between farmers, the general public 
and regulators 

Verbatim

I feel possibly the people making the legislation need to come
on farm and work out what needs to be done before they put
it in place. (Otago female)

So, somehow, we need to get that relationship improved
[between regulators and farmers], so that we are
communicating accurately what we need and to put that
back to agriculture. The people who are making the rules
around the environment, which is the next move, we need
better interpretation of the data so that we can go to them
with a good debate or argument. (Southland, male)

I think there is probably a lack of understanding of food
production and the importance that water plays in food
production. That is a big problem that the government faces.
It is not just the industry; it is getting the public to understand
that so that the government can make good decisions.
(North Canterbury, male)

I think a lot of it is just getting people to see what we do on
farm. There have been a few initiatives of getting people to
open their farms and get city people to come and have a look
at what happens on farm. So I think that could be a big plus.
But I also think there are some farms out there that you
might not want city people to go on to. So we have a
responsibility to sort that out as well. (Gisborne, female)
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2.3 Drought, climate change and carbon emissions
• Drought, directly linked by some to climate change, is another challenge these farmers are facing that is more prominent that five

years ago. To manage this challenge, it is import to run flexible systems and have an accurate ongoing measure of available feed.

• Farmers have always faced the challenge of variability in the climate. These high-performing farmers talk of continuing to develop
more resilient systems to deal with a changing climate. Some are planning for more access to water via irrigation infrastructure. As
already discussed, they are hoping for a warmer reception from both the general public and regulators about farmers’ increasing
need for access to water as the climate warms.

• Others are thinking about using genetics to breed animals more resilient to the challenges of climate change. Under climate
change, some parts of the country are expected to become wetter, which will create more challenges around animal health such as
footrot. One farmer is now focused on breeding a Merino cross that is more footrot resistant.

• Connected to climate change is how farmers deal with the challenge of carbon emissions. A few high-performing farmers are
completely focused on addressing this. Those who are thinking about mitigations talk about tree planting both to became carbon
neutral and as another income stream via carbon credits. Others believe reducing cattle numbers (while increasing sheep numbers)
and regenerative agriculture are useful approaches. Some are very concerned about the increasing planting of farms into forestry
and feel this will do more harm than good.

• Others are less convinced about the need to be carbon neutral considering much of what they do is carbon neutral anyway. This is
more so among sheep-focused farmers who feel their carbon footprint is much lower than other forms of pastural farming.

• There is much apprehension about potential pathways to being carbon neutral. Most of these high-performing farmers are thinking
about this topic but they are not rushing to make changes. Right now, it is more of a ‘wait and see’ approach, as there is no
perceived accurate way of measuring the carbon footprint of sheep and beef farming.

• Despite varying views on climate change, most high-performing farmers are convinced that their markets will eventually pay a
premium for carbon neutral products, which means gathering evidence to show how sheep and beef farmers can or have achieved
this is useful. These farmers know the importance of providing what consumers want.
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Drought Verbatim

The new opportunity is just taking our current business model
and extrapolating it out using more water, that is the big
thing for us because we are on quite dry North Canterbury
soil and if we get more and more of these frequent droughts
which is what they are talking about, our current farming
system we are going to have to destock to carry on at the
same production level (North Canterbury, male).

If you want to be a proactive farmer, particularly in years of
drought and making decisions around trading you need to be
able to measure your grass and know exactly what your feed
is to be able to know whether to purchase or not. (Gisborne,
female)

We tried to gear the system to be drought resistant. Pulling
levers when we need to, unloading stock, flexible stocking
policy. So. other than that we have fed our ewes maize this
year and that is another thing we have done quite
extensively since that last interview. Fed ewes prior to
tupping and through tupping. (Hawkes Bay, male)
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Climate change mitigations Verbatim

Around climate change we have got a few things that are
going on, but we actually want more information before we
are going to go head-first into them. For instance, as a side
issue, but it is still involved, there is 70 hectares of our
property that the council wants to put into an SES, site of
ecological significance. And there would be a certain
amount of biodiversity and areas of biodiversity within your
property that should be beneficial for climate change.
(Canterbury, male) But currently that would not be counted
under the ETS. We would not be able to use that to offset.
(Canterbury, female)

I think we will definitely end up planting some trees. That will
be our main thing. We were a lot more cattle before we
bought the other block. So, from that point of view we have
come back to about 50/50 cattle and sheep, so that helps a
little bit. But, mainly just looking at water, water quality,
what we can do there. We have got a reticulated water
system up here, we have also carried that on down at the
other block just putting culverts in. So we are just very aware
that we can’t do everything overnight and just looking at
what our footprint is and knowing where you are, I think is a
good start. (Gisborne, female)

[Regenerative agriculture?] It just makes sense, because livestock is good for the property. People say you
should plant trees because livestock are so bad because of the methane and the carbon. Actually, if we
wanted to turn this back into trees it would be horrible, who would want that. Livestock is the main driver
and the ruminant and the biology that comes out of sheep and cattle are what make soil. (Wairarapa, male)
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Carbon emissions Verbatim

[Have you been doing some work to measure your footprint?]
Not hugely, a little bit. Only with the tools that are available. I
don’t think they are that good. I don’t think they are really
helpful to get your head around. [Is it Overseer you are talking
about or something else?] Yes. You hear comments from
other people too that they are not that user friendly and
helpful as to actually, really measuring what your carbon
footprint is. (Gisborne, female)

The whole carbon thing is a real issue it will be interesting to
see what is going to happen on that front. (Gisborne, male)

[What about in terms of climate change?] Yes, I have done
some soil carbon tests. It is at the back of our mind but it is
always a worry what you might get charged for, that sort of
thing, but it is how we respond. The climate is definitely
changing, there is no doubt about that, it is just what it is
going to mean for feed supply and animal health and all of
those sorts of things. I think we are actually going to end up
with some wetter seasons. so it is managing foot rot. So we
are building more infrastructure to deal with that if it arises
and breed sheep that are more resilient to external parasites
and internal parasites. (Central Otago, male)
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Carbon emissions uncertainty, some not convinced, others hoping 
for premiums 

Verbatim

Any government is going to have a say I suppose. I guess
environmental, carbon tax and that sort of stuff, that is a cloud
hanging over our heads. Watch this space, hopefully they go
easy on us because as we have seen the pollution in cities has
gone down quite a bit and it is nothing to do with the farmers,
so hopefully, they take it easy on us. (Hawkes Bay, male)

[Do you think much about climate change and carbon?] Yes, it
is because I think it is a load of rubbish. Especially carbon, I
just can’t understand carbon at all. If people were worried
about it and it was going up in percentage in the , but it is not,
it is staying the same, 0.04 and the more carbon you have in
the atmosphere the greener the grasses are, the better you
grow. So it does upset me all this rubbish about carbon
because at the end of the day, that is going to cost us as
farmers, and we need to fight back on those things.
(Wairarapa, male)

I have done the online calculator. Lincoln University have got an online calculator for
carbon and it is only pretty rough, but I could see that we could get to being carbon
neutral with a bit more forestry and maybe down the track we could look at a few
things, like possibly using electric vehicles on the farm. Maybe some solar energy –
not sure quite yet. But, at the end of the day, we would maybe command a bit of a
premium for our product. (Southland, male)
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2.4 Meeting evolving consumer preferences   
• Most high-performing farmers understand consumer preferences around the world are evolving and they are mindful of how

they need to respond to this.

• While, as already discussed, being environmentally sustainable is critical, so is managing perceptions around animal welfare. The
welfare of animals is a non-issue for these farmers, as all know the absolute importance of having healthy happy animals for their
bottom line.

• The more pressing issue is around general urban perceptions of animal farming. Many acknowledged that meat production is
facing significant head-winds in this area. A few believe that, within a few decades, the market for lamb could possibly come to
an end.

• Others hope that the health qualities of grass-fed New Zealand lamb will become more well documented and will continue to
hold consumers’ interest, particularly if it is marketed as a food that also improves health outcomes.

• However, for this to occur these farmers acknowledge the need to start planning for it now – which means developing
technology that can easily provide evidence to the consumer that this is the case.

• A few farmers indicated that it is a mistake for the pastural sector to strongly oppose regulations that are mainly reflecting
changing consumer tastes. Rather, they called on farmers to prepare for the inevitable by making sure they meet the required
standards.

• These farmers are confident in their future of being food and fibre producers but are reticent to commit to one stream of
production. For many, diversifying their businesses is in their ‘top of mind’ thinking.
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2.4 Meeting evolving consumer preferences (cont.)  
• Many see a good medium-term future producing meat but are less buoyed by downward pressures on this protein coming from

a rise in vegetarians and alternative proteins.

• Many are hoping that wool will once again become a more significant contributor to farm incomes and they believe the
environmentally sustainable attributes of wool will encourage this.

• Where their environment allowed (for example, in Central Otago), some are well down this path and are experimenting with less
fine merino wool (20-27 micron depending on the contract). These farmers are accessing long-term profitable wool contracts,
while breeding an animal that can also produce good quantities of quality meat. Just as importantly within the mix, they are
breeding Merino cross animals that are hardier; they require lower animal health costs, have less deaths and produce higher
lambing percentages.

• Other farmers are looking at different types of food production, such as horticulture. They are concerned that meat is susceptible
to being undermined in the markets, based on issues of animal welfare, environmental impacts and negative health impacts.
Conversely, right now horticulture products seem to be performing much better in areas that are becoming increasingly
important to consumers.

• While some have played with the idea of diversifying into non-animal businesses, most are reluctant to do so. They are good at
growing animals and enjoy the challenges that brings.

• For some, diversification includes looking at more trees with a view to accessing carbon credits as an income stream.
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Meat becoming unfashionable to some consumers  Verbatim

We had an American / Australian wedding on the farm, and
we served up lamb and it was going really well, and they
loved it … but when we took them out into the paddock and
showed them the lambs, they did not want to eat any more.
And I think that has just come from when New Zealand used
to bash seals over the head and kill whales for their economy
and that is no longer an acceptable practice and my gut
feeling is 20 – 50 years lamb will struggle. (Southland, male)

Meat, I would like to be optimistic about that, but I don’t
know how long we will be eating meat rather than a green
slushy out of a protein pack. I think farming will just adapt. If
it is a synthetic protein, is the protein coming out of a bean or
something like that, so are we going to grow that under our
pivots instead of sheep. I really don’t know the answer.
(Otago, male)

As far as change is concerned around wool, and I don’t say this publicly at farming meetings, but I think
lamb will have a niche place for the next 10 – 20 years and then through my trip through the States, and I
am not UMR Research, but just talking to people, I think we are going to struggle in the market to get
people to eat nice white fluffy things that look like an animal and then are served on their plates. So I think
lamb 20 – 50 years will be gone. That is my main income. (Southland, male)
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Responding to changing consumer tastes   Verbatim

So we still have to have that ethical, moral, food safety,
animal welfare type of approach, because at the end of the
day there will still be people with money around the world
that will want to eat well. Once you have got your DNA profile
marked, someone will be told you are prone to colorectal
cancer so if you are going to eat meat, eat lamb meat from
New Zealand, because it will be far more nutritious than
anything else. Then the QR code on the product, you will
check it with your phone as you are shopping, if you click the
wrong thing the algorithm will say no, you are not allowed
that because you are prone to liver disease. We need to be
prepared for this. (Southland, male)

I also think as well that it is really important as farmers that
we look after what we are doing, and we look after our
markets. We produce what people are wanting. There are
too many farmers out there that are criticising the
government on compliance and that side of it but, at the end
of the day, they are again just reiterating what it is that
people actually want and they want to know that their meat
has been grown in a nice place, it has been looked after, it is
fed grass. So I think as farmers it is our job to make sure that
our farms are up to standard, that our animal welfare is up to
standard. (Gisborne, female)
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Multiple income streams Verbatim

We are setting up a system that is multi-faceted. that is going
to have multiple income streams. It is going to be a seed
production, cropping farm, it is going to be a velvet production
farm, it is going to be venison production, it is going to have
sheep, a lot of sheep, a lot of lamb finishing and some grazing
heifers maybe. It is going to do some beef finishing. I believe
we can set up a system that is easy on the environment, adds
value to the environment and it will be a powerhouse of
production because of our soil type. (North Canterbury, male)

One thing that is on our mind is diversifying a little bit more.
We have talked about possibly some of our steeper hill country
looking at trees. There are better returns. But as far as carbon,
I think a lot of stuff is probably going to change. But also, we
have some flats on the other farm that we bought, so again
maybe there might be some opportunity there for permanent
crops or something rather than fattening lambs. Looking more
at horticulture. We are very aware that we probably are going
to have to change some of the stuff that we are doing, partly
for environmental but also just looking at returns. (Gisborne,
Female)
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Mid-micron Merino cross   Verbatim

I guess I like to see where it ends and how far we can push the
Merino or the polars as we call it. It was just a wool breed,
and now we are pushing it into a dual purpose and getting
results that people can’t believe really. (Otago, male)

20 years ago most of our income would have come from
natural wool. Now, about a third of it would be wool. But the
next 10 – 15 years, I believe there will still be quite a market
for that apparel. The Icebreaker and Smart Wool apparel.
(Otago, male)

If you can get your wool clip under that 26 micron. Our half-bred ewes are about 27 micron
and they are getting us $50 a head for wool. Compared to your cross bred, the guys that are
hardly paying their shearing costs. And our half-bred ewes are still doing 160% lambing.
(Central Otago, male)
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2.5 COVID-19 – no strong concern right now but potential for both up and 
downsides in the future 

• High-performing farmers are not heavily concerned either way about COVID-19.

• There is some concern about the long-term impact on markets, particularly as a recession is likely over the next 12 to 18 months.

• However, they are equally buoyed that everybody needs to eat which makes them part of an essential industry. This enthusiasm
for their essentialness wanes a little as they know lamb, in most parts of the world, is a high-end ‘eating out product’, and they
suspect demand for this kind of food will be negatively impacted.

• They also take some warmth from the fact that within the context of New Zealand, they feel that the view of farmers has gone
up a one or two notches. There is a real sense that when times are tough the country falls back on what is essential for its
survival. In New Zealand, the pastural sector is just this, not only because it produces food, but also in constraining economic
times of COVID-19, farmers are one key driver of the economy that keeps going.
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COVID-19 – some nervous around long-term markets Verbatim

[Thoughts on COVID?] I mean if the world slows down, how
many people are going to go to high end white tablecloth
restaurants? The top end will still have money, but there just
won’t be so much in the middle class that want to go out fine
dining and things. Tourism globally is going to be very slow
for two or three years. So, you picture all those cafes in Paris
and right through Europe, Spain and Italy, they are not going
to have lamb rack on the menu. So, consequently maybe the
low-cost volume play might be as good as any at the moment
into Asia and others that are still hungry. (Southland, male)

We are just mindful about how well the lamb is going to go
later on. Having said that, the flaps are going to China. The
economy is going to be hit worldwide there is no two ways
about it, there is going to be less money around to spend on
food and things. We still do need to eat, but we will be eating
a lot cheaper than maybe we have been. But for us we are
going to keep focusing on reducing our debt, so that hopefully
we can ride the storm a bit. (Gisborne, female)

COVID has been an issue obviously but pretty much business as usual here being a farmer and
all. Obviously limited markets available but we have just been ticking along. Business as usual
really. (Hawkes Bay, male)
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COVID-19 presents uncertainty but also an opportunity   Verbatim

With this COVID-19, I think still sheep and beef farming
for New Zealand looks pretty good. There might be a
bit of a speed bump now for the next year or year and
a half, and then after that the same old adage this is
what it is coming back to, people have to eat.
(Gisborne, male)

Possibly the pressure has come off us environmentally with
COVID-19, and people have realised that farmers do supply
the food. (Otago female)

The silver lining of COVID I suppose is the fact that the government
is going to have to rely on the farmer for a bit. So, whether some
of the tighter environmental constraints that they were pushing will
be relaxed for a year or two before they forget it and start bringing
them back on us. [Has there been some talk on relaxing some of
the compliance that is coming down your driveway?] It is more the
water quality one that they were pushing. Their recommendations
were pretty much supposed to be out by now, I think. I have heard
rumours they are going to relax it a bit to get the economy going.
Obviously, what they were proposing was going to be quite a
constraint on the average farmer going forward. (Otago, male)

I only have to talk to my mates in town and they are all going
you boys are doing a good job out there. None of my builder
mates are working, none of my banker mates are hardly
doing anything. Most people are sitting at home doing
bugger all. Yet my day to day life hasn’t changed. Still got to
carry on moving sheep, feeding sheep, dagging lambs for the
works etc. Our system can’t stop. (North Canterbury, male)
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3.0 Critical characteristics of 
high-performing farmers     
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Critical characteristics: 2015 to 2020 comparison   
• The characteristics of high-performing farmers remain unchanged. The qualities that deliver high performance are universal. In

2015 we looked at drivers of high-performance which is slightly different to characteristics, but most do overlap.

• One characteristic that stands out more strongly this year is the concept of ‘self-awareness’ and a ‘particular style of farming’
that these high-performing famers want to pursue. It could be that this was evident in 2015 but fitted more into the ‘way of life’
central driver for why these farmers farmed. It could also be that these farmers are all five years older and may now have a much
better understanding of who they are as people and what they want out of life and farming.

• This strong sense of ‘self-awareness’, and the ‘style of farming’ they like, means that they are mostly unfazed by trends. New
practices and ideas need to be moulded to suit the path that they are confidently following. At the conceptual level, there are
clear similarities across all high-performing farmers, as the critical characteristics diagram shows on the following page.
However, a central attraction to pastural farming in New Zealand is that you can bring your own style to the industry. While a
range of styles can be successful, they are all underpinned by the critical characteristics these farmers share.

• This desire to follow a certain style of farming is one of the underlying reasons regulation can be such a trial for all farmers. This
speaks to the drive from many of our high-performing farmers who wish to front foot these issues and find solutions for
themselves and their industry.
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Critical characteristics: section overview  (cont.)
• The areas high-performing farmers focus on are not much different to other farmers. Their consistency of execution is what sets

them apart. Execution is made easier by the development of efficient systems.

• High-performing farmers have an unrelenting focus on attention to detail and this applies to almost every important aspect of
their business such as; stock performance, pasture condition, finances, business relationships, and the standard of their
infrastructure.

• They achieve this by being commitment to measuring, monitoring and benchmarking. Most use technology to get this right,
with no one piece of software standing out, except for maybe Excel spreadsheets. However, some simply write things down in a
diary.

• They are strongly self aware of the style of farming they wish to pursue.

• They talk a lot about acting on information with a focus on farming proactively, which means they tend to be long and short-
term planners.

• Most like numbers hence their focus on measuring. This allows them to work out margins, which leads to a strong focus on
managing and taking costs out of their business. They work to achieve profit more than production.

• High-performing farmers are often experimenting with new ideas and practices. These are often more tweaks than wholesale
changes and tie in with a bigger plan of where they hope to take their business.

• They rarely take massive risks but rather focus on more proven propositions for profit. In saying this, they all recall significant
failures of the past, but the learnings have been well remembered and have shaped them into better farmers.

• All are surrounded by a farm team. This often includes a spouse who is actively involved in the business and almost always
extends to a network of rural professionals (such as an agronomist, seed merchants, vets, accountants, bank managers and
sometimes farm advisors). Their team often includes a group of other farmers they meet with regularly. Many of these high-
performing farmers have been in discussion groups over the years and many are currently in RMPP Action Network groups.

• Also, they love what they do, which drives them to work hard to achieve results.
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Execution via efficient and simple systems  
• Many of these farmers talk about developing farm systems that are efficient and simple to run. However, these systems only

work because they have been honed and tweaked over many years. It takes effort, commitment and hard work to ensure these
systems are implemented day-after-day.

• One of the key aspects of being able to execute on such a consistent basis is that you need to love what you are doing and not
mind the hard work associated with being committed to executing a strategy.

• They have a strong sense of self awareness, which is reflected in their clear sense of a style of farming they wish to pursue.

• Every farm around the country is different, with varying challenges and opportunities. However, what is mostly consistent among
these farmers, is they can name three or four aspects of their business that are their key focus.

• Their focus could be on a class and breed of stock that, over many years, they have bred to match both their farm type and the
style of farming they prefer.

• Also, for any system to work well, they need to focus their efforts on execution and not be distracted by poor infrastructure that
hampers their ability to be present with what is most important; maintaining healthy animals.

• We should not confuse simple and efficient with being easy. If this style of farming was easy every farmer would be achieving
the same level of profit as these top farmers. While these high-performing farmers often say that they run a simple system, in
reality, it is hard to run a simple system. It involves a lot of planning, consistency of effort, and paying considerable attention to
detail (as we will discuss next).
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Setting up efficient and simple systems Verbatim

We have tried to go back to a really simple system. So, in one
lot it is 3300 breeding ewes, mixed aged ewes and two tooth
ewes plus 170 mixed age in calf cows. And then the other
mob is about 250 weaners, 1000 ewe lambs and 200 skinny
ewes plus some rams. (Wairarapa, Female)

It is just getting all the infrastructure up and running, it has
been years though. When we first came here, there was a lot
of work needed. Over the years you just get better and more
efficient at what you do, and obviously you set up better
systems. (Otago, male)

He [source of lambs] just sets the price and that is what we pay every year. I don’t even go out to
see them. He just sends quality lambs. So, that allows us just to focus on not having to keep
separate mobs. That allows us just to focus on growth rates of lambs, bigger mobs and simple
system, less labour involved and just quicker date for slaughter, which is the number one driver of
profit for us anyway. (Southland, male)
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Following a few key principles needed for their system Verbatim

In my sheep production system, I can probably put it down to
three things really. It is making sure your sheep are a) the
right genetics for what you are trying to achieve, b) you are
monitoring their performance i.e. their condition and their
body weight and c) you have got feed available, so that when
they need it, to produce for your production system, they have
got it. I have tried to keep it as simple as I can with those
three things, but in a nutshell that is it. That is what I try to
do really well here. But it works, our system performs
consistently well every year. (North Canterbury, male)

Our mantra down this place is there are four C’s in this
business. Cobalt, Clover, Costs and Cash. (Southland,
male)

My accountant, he is more than my accountant I
suppose, he is a farm advisor as well. I think it has been
around for a few years as a system, but I guess you don’t
know what you don’t know. Once you see where you
have been going wrong all these years, it is quite easy to
make it work now, we just follow the system. (Otago,
male)
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Work hard but love the work Verbatim

We are very passionate still about farming and we love it, but
we do want to be better. We always want to improve, and we
are still interested enough in it to want to improve. It is not
just something that we get out of bed and do every day.
(Gisborne, female)

[Can you talk me through the main reasons you have stayed
in farming?] Because I love it pretty much. I am second
generation, so I love the land, I love this farm. I love the
opportunity, the intergenerational part of it. I like doing my
bit for the next generation to give them the opportunity that I
had… My brother is the same, just loves it, dawn until dusk
bring it on sort of thing. (North Canterbury, male)

It is willingness to work, it is dedication to the job basically. We
have shifted bulls rightly or wrongly most weekends for the last
14 – 15 years. (Gisborne, male)

I quite enjoy working with sheep most of the time. I have got
to a point now where I have a farm worker on the farm, so I
don’t have to do a lot of the physical day-to-day work so that
is quite good. I probably have actually just enjoyed it. I really
enjoy the business side of farming too. That aspect of it was
always intriguing to me. (Southland, male)
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Attention to detail  
• All these high-performing farmers have an unrelenting focus on attention to detail. This applies to the business side of farming

such as finances, budgeting and planning. And, just as importantly, to the practical day-to-day side of operating a sheep and beef
operation.

• To be successful in business, it is important to step back and see the big picture. There is a mantra that has been in pastural
sector (particularly in dairy farming) for years that farmers need to spend more time doing the $300 an hour (strategic) tasks and
less time on the $30 an hour (practical) work. This approach has merit, but high-performing sheep and beef farmers also know
the value of being physically present on their farms.

• Many of these farmers talk about the need to be alert to what is happening physically in their operations. One example is a
farmer retelling a story of using a contract tailing gang one year, as they had to attend a bull sale. They regretted it as usually
during tailing they are forced to touch each of their lambs, which allows them to more accurately judge the condition of these
young animals. Taking the time to detect that your lambs are not as heavy as they should be and responding straight away, can
easily be viewed as a several thousand dollar an hour job.

• Other top farmers talk about times when they have left a practical task to a worker, which has resulted in them missing that
either stock or grass were losing condition. On reflection, it is not the practical tasks that these high-performing farmers have
missed doing, it is that the practical tasks allow them to more closely observe their stock and pasture. In some cases, this lack of
attention to detail has resulted in a late decisions which have led to decreased profit for that year.

• Close observation of what is occurring on a farm over many years has allowed these high-performing farmers to develop a
comprehensive understanding of what style of farming works on their terrain. With this understanding at the forefront of their
thinking, they readily shun trends and stick to what they know works within the confines of their property.
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Attention to detail Verbatim

A lot of it is just attention to detail. (Gisborne, male)

I have got attention to detail around how you manage sheep
but there is a lot of attention to detail around how you
manage your pasture and what you are actually growing in
your pasture to ensure that when you need it the most, which
is for a lactating ewe, that that pasture is delivering for that
animal at that time. It is not just focusing on the body
condition score of your sheep, because if you are feeding
them Weet-bix what does it matter? Whereas, focus on the
body condition score of your sheep and then feed them rocket
fuel when you have to, and this is what works. The attention
to detail is across everything. (North Canterbury, male)

As you get older you learn more about yourself and I have
probably got a bit better attention to detail than I used to. I
am definitely not a perfectionist by any stretch of the
imagination, so that has probably helped a bit, a bit more
attention to detail. (Southland, male)

We have had workers who like to sit in the Ute and we now have a side-by-side, but we have always used a two-wheel motorbike and
we were talking about it only a couple of days ago, about how when you are on a two-wheel motorbike, how much easier it is to
observe things, notice the water trough, spot the animals down the bottom corner. (Canterbury, female) You are looking right down
at pasture cover all the time. (Canterbury, male)
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First-hand interaction with animals and pasture helps top farmers 
make highly profitable decisions 

Verbatim

We got in contract tailers a few years ago and it freed up a lot
of time for us, but what I felt was that in picking up the lambs
ourselves, you become very aware if they doing well this year
or not. You can look at them in the paddock, but to actually
feel them is very different. It coincided with us going to a bull
sale, so we weren’t here that day that they came. So,
probably this year we will still get the contract tailers, but we
will be in the yards, so you have the opportunity to feel them.
But it made me realise that if you are not there in touch,
doing the doing and leaving it to others, you have to almost
accept that you are going to have a decent percentage step
down in productivity. With the best will in the world, how
multi staffed operations go, I don’t know in comparison to us.
(Canterbury, female)

Being on the farm all the time is huge. [So that you know
what is going on, like how much grass you have?] Yes, being
able to make that decision early. We have a friend close by
and he is not on the farm very much and he should be
performing the same level as us, but he is not because he is
not home on the farm and keeping his finger on the pulse
with that. He often rings [Husband] and says, “How are your
ewes or whatever” and he is always two weeks behind the
game. And we see that reflected in his results. (Otago,
female)
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Observing to understand what works on your farm Verbatim

It is attention to detail and wanting things done properly right
through. I guess it is also … and I think this recent stock
manager highlighted to me how much we probably do, caring
for the animals. So, it is not just mechanical caring, it is
through to an actual, you have a feel for the animal, and one
of the things I think [name] has done exceptionally well is that
he has matched the needs of the animals with what the land
gives naturally. And that is actually where farming is going to
need to go in the future, because personally, I see that a lot of
it has been pushed way out of kilter to what nature can offer.
(Canterbury, female)

So, it is all cyclic and it happens and sometimes it is easy to
jump on the bandwagon and think we should be doing this
because everyone else is. But you have got to sit down and
work out what actually works on your property and your
environment and is that the best situation to chase. So the
McKenzie report came out and said that half breeds were a
waste of time and no one should be breeding half-breed sheep
anymore, but we always carried on having a few half breeds
around and now they are one of the most valuable stock units
that there is; $150 worth of wool and 160% lambing. There
are not many that can compete with that. (Central Otago,
male)
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Commitment to measuring, monitoring and benchmarking 
• All these high-performing farmers have a strong focus on recording performance. Having a more objective understanding of how

their animals and pasture are performing allows them to make early decisions with confidence.

• Time spent recording animal weights and condition scoring throughout the year, and over many years, has allowed them to
observe patterns with different classes of stock and through different seasons. This knowledge makes it easier to predict how
performance is likely to track in subsequent years and judge when to make timely management decisions.

• Recording stock performance allows these farmers to identify which kind of animal performs best for their farm environment and
their style of farming. It takes a long time to breed the animals they need to be successful, so this makes taking more of a
methodical data recording approach critical.

• Developing a high-performing farm is a several year task and requires lots of honing and tweaking of animals and pastures via
informed management decisions. Without data, it is easy to forget what has worked in the past and to track how a farm business
is developing and improving towards a goal.

• Another important aspect of monitoring performance is having a close eye on financial budgets. All these farmers viewed
financial planning as essential to their business performance. One high-performing farmer thought all farmers did budgets and,
given how essential this task is to running a business, he was surprised, when he first found out this is not the case.

• To assist with recording performance data, most of these farmers use technology. Several different types of software are used
with no one type standing out, except for maybe Excel spreadsheets. However, some simply record information in a diary.
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Monitoring and recording animal performance Verbatim

I spent years recording data, weights, individual body
weights, condition scores of ewes, understanding my sheep
and my environment. I think that is a critical point too, is
understanding your sheep in your environment and your
management style on top of that. (North Canterbury, male)

We sample weigh 50 sheep in each mob at six key times of the
year and condition score them. That gives you an average
and you can start to see your patterns of when they are losing
condition and even if they have got excess condition on, you
can split them into two mobs. The condition score 2’s, which
are lighter could be in front of the condition score 4 ewes, and
that sort of thing. It is just a bit of fine tuning and it basically
allows us to see at this time of year when the ram goes out.
We can tell right now what our lamb percentage is going to
be in the spring pretty much by the body weight of the ewes.
(Otago, male)

[What farm tools do you use to run your farm business?] In terms of scales we are fully set up with an EID auto
drafter. So back in the days of Farm IQ we were recording the ewe whether it was a twin, single or dry. So we had a
person waving a wand at every tag so we could access that data. Then, the following year, if it scanned as a single
that previous year, and then it scanned as a single again, we would take it out and it would get a black tag put in its
ear and then we would lamb that down and cull her. (Hawkes Bay, male)
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Monitoring performance Verbatim

I really enjoy numbers. I like to follow the top-performing
sheep right back and you can see that the top-performers seem
to always go back to the same breeding line, so I then focus on
them and make sure I keep taking animals from those breeders.
(Otago, male)

We were really monitoring ewe condition score. We spent a
lot of time with a pen and paper and a hand on the sheep’s
back writing it down how many condition score 3’s, how many
4’s, 5’s, how many 1’s, 2’s. Draft them all out. Now a) I have
bred a sheep that is better and can handle the condition
better but b) you know exactly when to look for a problem.
Whereas if you are young you probably don’t react fast
enough. (North Canterbury, male)
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Feed measurement Verbatim

[Do you use computer software tools?] I use a farm software
package for my accounting, for doing GST and budgets and
stuff like that. I have a spreadsheet I made up for doing my
feed budget. It is a reasonably simple feed-budget
spreadsheet. I make up my spreadsheets for doing different
stuff like when we were looking at buying the block of land, I
did a few different options of what I might run on it and that
sort of thing. So I tend to just make up my own spreadsheets
for that sort of stuff. That is probably about it. (Southland,
male)

[Is that used to help you make calls on stock numbers and
how you manage your feed?] No, it is more just to see what
people’s feed covers are like compared to yours. How much
stock they are running. You just make a good comparison as
to how others are getting on and what their stock rates are
compared to yours. (Wairarapa, male)
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Monitoring – financial performance Verbatim

I am always doing reports to the trustees and that sort of
thing, so I suppose you are always looking at your key drivers.
So, there is always that monitoring side of it. Budgeting, I
suppose which I always thought every farmer had to do that,
but apparently not all of them do. (Central Otago, male)

He has been very lucky that his father was an amazing farmer
and he has passed on those skills to him. Very much focused,
not just on the farm, but on getting the paperwork done. I
said that I’d do the paperwork, but he has got his finger on
the budget constantly, always assessing how much money we
have coming in and going out and should I spend this money
and things. (Otago, female)
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A focus on planning 
• All these high-performing farmers talk about the importance of both long and short-term planning.

• Some emphasise how critical it is to work out where you want to go in farming and then map a pathway to get there. They note
that success at farming does not just happen overnight. As already discussed, one critical aspect of farming success, is breeding
the right animal to suit your farm environment, and this took years. Without a plan in this area of farming success is unlikely.

• All these high-performing farmers have a long-term plan in place to improve the quality of feed on their properties. While
general approaches to cropping and pasture development are followed, the art is having an intimate understanding of their
property; the weather, the soils and fine tuning the most cost-effective way to achieve high rates of dry-matter production.

• While some use contractors to put in their crops, others feel that to get the best results they need to be in full control of the process. Timing
is a critical factor in getting crops right, so having full control gives these farmers a greater chance of getting things done when they want.
Some have worked out an almost perfect process of putting in crops, which requires attention to detail and extra effort that busy contractors
will not always be able to provide (such as ensuring that seeds are at the optimum depth for germination).

• Some farmers talk about working out where their farm system needs to be in the future so they can take advantage of how the
market may change. To anticipate what conditions are going to be like in a few years time takes vision. Focusing on what needs to
be done over the next few years to get their business ready for the future takes confidence.

• More regular short-term planning is also ingrained in the approach these high-performing farmers take to operate their
businesses.

• One critical aspect of farming is making timely decisions, as once your animals start losing condition or your pasture starts to
deteriorate it is too late. To avoid this, farmers are proactive, which means they have plans in place about what they need to do
as soon as they have a hint of evidence that the condition of their animals or pasture is declining.

• In many cases, planning is undertaken in conversations between husband and wife. This helps to tease out possibilities and
works to ensure both are held to account.
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Regular shorter-term planning Verbatim

Now, there is no point in looking at your body condition score
at weaning, because it is too late, the job is done, the lambs
are coming off mum, you can’t change that. So, to me I only
look at two times in the year now and I look at pre-mating, so
four to six weeks before the ram goes out, that is the most
important time as far as I am concerned in a sheep’s
production system and then scanning is the other one. And,
the reason why I say those two dates, or those two events is
that they are times in the year when you can actually make a
real difference to your sheep’s performance. (North
Canterbury, male)

That observation is absolutely critical on a regular basis
because it helps with your day-to-day planning, weekly
planning and it informs any adjustments you need to make,
because of livestock health and how you feel they are doing.
[Is planning a big part of your business?] Yes, it is. We don’t
just make it up every day. (Canterbury, female)
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Longer-term planning Verbatim

We run a highly interchangeable system, so we can swap
those percentages pretty quickly without having to spend a
lot of capital. And, that is the thing I am probably trying to
study at the moment, is not seeing where we need to be now
but where we need to be in two years’ time. I think the best
example is Richie McCaw, when he says one of his successes
as a No. 7 was not to run to where the play was happening
but to try and predict where the ball was going to be in the
time it took me to run. (Southland, male)

It has taken me probably 10 years or longer to breed the
sheep that I need and that is going back to the point before
about planning. You have got to know where you want to get
to. I have always wanted to lamb ewes at 150%+. I always
wanted to have very fast-growing lambs. I knew I had the
right environment to do it with our sub-clover and our
Lucerne and our shelter and our good stock water system, but
it was just the matter of breeding the right type of sheep to
do it. (North Canterbury, male)

I also think that it is a lot of planning, a lot of discussion, a lot of outside help, always striving to improve. We never think that
we have done it. Every year we always discuss how our year has gone, what we could improve, what went well. We always pull
to pieces the season and we do it right through the season too. So, I think it is always striving to be better. (Gisborne, female)
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Developing pastures a long-term plan  Verbatim

We are basically taking it from native, where you would
be lucky to do about a tonne of dry matter, to about 5.5
tonne with Lucerne. We had some modelling done five or
six years ago as well, and that was the main catalyst for
change. Basically, at that stage it showed us there was
more benefit converting hill country than there was
converting into pivots. And, subsequently, we have got
another 25% lambing and another kg of wool. (Otago,
male)

That is red clover, white clover and a tetraploid two or three
year pasture. So, we are getting really good lamb growth
rate off that. We have taken out the old pasture on this
place, so we are speeding up pasture renewal, getting rid of
thistles, because of the spray programme and crop, and then
when he harvests we have whipped it back into the same sort
of tetraploid mix, although we have been playing around with
a couple of other things; one we don’t like and one we do,
which was only just released last year. (Southland, male)
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Breeding part of long-term planning  Verbatim

The guys like myself who have already made that quantum
shift in terms of ewe performance, I actually now see more
opportunity for us in using genetics now to enable our
ewes to have twins only, rather than to have triplets.
Because triplets, even on our good country, are not that
flash, they are a bit of a pain, the death rate is too high in
the lambs and the death rate is too high in the ewes.
Economically, you are better off to have a ewe with twins.
(North Canterbury, male).

So, after a bit of investigating we made the change to go to
the North Island and get into the Wairere Romneys and we
are now five years into those. We are coming into six years
next year and starting to see the benefits of those hardier,
better constitution and a sheep that can handle a bit of a
tough time and then bounce back after that tough time.
(Otago, male)
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Farm efficiently to reduce costs and increase margins 
• Most of these high-performing farmers have a clear understanding of what it costs to run their business. In the interviews they

often talk about how many cents it costs to grow a kilogram of dry matter for a crop, or what their costs of production are for
lamb or beef.

• Having this information helps them to make management decisions based more on fact and less on what the latest trend is in
cropping or pasture or type of animal.

• Most high-performing farmers are hitting the upper limits of traditional performance indicators (such as lambing percentages),
hence, their focus is more on operating efficiently to reduce cost and therefore increasing profits.

• Most of these high-performing farmers make calculated decisions to only spend money where they feel they will make money. It
is not always black and white on how this can be done as this also relates to the style of farming they enjoy and their personal
strengths.

• For example, one farmer we talked to enjoys tractor work and is very good at it, so they have invested massive amounts of
money in machinery. However, this means their strike rates for crops are also very good. Other top farmers might see this as
poor investment for themselves. In another example, some of these farmers do not invest in new technology as they do not
particularly enjoy it or see it as a way to increase profit, whereas others are convinced of the value in doing so.

• High-performing farmers often talk about their profit drivers and they clearly understand how these drive performance. While
they mostly do not rush to spend money, there are areas where money will always be spent. Targeted spending on animal health
and fertiliser are considered ‘no-brainer’ parts of the business to invest in.

• These high-performing farmers suggest, that for those starting out, that investing in quality infrastructure is the best place to
start to improve farm performance. Once quality infrastructure is in place, farmers can more efficiently focus on what is most
important on a farm, which is growing healthy animals.
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Clear understanding of costs Verbatim

Looking after your equipment and things like that helps
contribute towards all of that as well. We keep our expenses
really low, so that we aren’t blowing the budget. We basically
know what our bottom line will be six months out from the
end of our financial year within a couple of thousand dollars.
We have really got our finger on the button with that.
(Otago, female)

An example is knowing what the cost of production is. Dairy farmers know their cost of
production down to the last cent per kilogram of milk solid. And that is a key driver, a KPI for
them. Sheep and beef farmers talk about their lambing percentage and that is usually inflated
because they have had a couple of beers. A couple of years ago, I know my cost of production
was $2.45 per kg and I think we were getting $3 for wool, $4 for beef and $5 for lamb.
(Southland, male)

Saving on cost is probably the easiest way to make money
[male]. That is the thing, once you get to a high level of
performance like docking percentages, it is hard to then lift
say another 5% or 10%. So, you work to hold performance
and reduce costs [female]. It makes sense when cost is 50% of
your business. (Wairarapa, male)
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Focus on cost efficient cropping  Verbatim

It costs you about 10 cents a kg dry matter to do it because
we put it into ryecorn about three years in a row, and we get
about six tonne of ryecorn off it each year over about three or
four different grazings. (Otago, male)

A lot of farmers think that you can grow cattle well on fodder
beet, but it generally costs about $2500 a hectare to grow for
a 20 tonne crop, so it is more than 10 cents a kg. We were
direct drilling swedes here, a 15 tonne crop of swedes worked
out at four cents a kg dry matter. I put that to a discussion
group that came here one day and said they had been sucked
in by seed companies and advisors, because some of them
weren’t even getting a 20 tonne crop of fodder beet.
(Southland, male)
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Spend on what makes money plus style of farming Verbatim

We looked into Farm IQ and things, but it costs a lot of money for a scale like ours and it comes down to the bottom line again. It is
going to cost us money ,but not actually give us a lot. We can keep track of most things by using our own spreadsheets. (Otago, female)

We are probably using a lot more technology now
compared to what we were six years ago. For helping
us, whether it is through budgeting, farm management
tools, Farm IQ. So, we do spend quite a lot of money on
technology, but we think that is helps us and we get a
lot back out of it. (Gisborne, female)

Drilling depth. A lot of guys, especially contractors, there is a lot
more horse-power required to go from a centimeter. We have got
our own drill and you can feel the drag on the tractor; more surface
area of the dirt, so there is more horsepower required. It needs to
be down to depth, so that you have got that moisture. So, a lot of
contractors try and put it in a bit too shallow, where you don’t get
the same strike if it gets dry. So you need to be wary of that. There
are a few short cuts you can get away with occasionally. There are
rules you can apply every time and nail it every time. You can take
the gamble sometimes and it might pay off but done correctly it may
cost you more, but you can always get this to work even with very
fickle rainfall. (Otago, male)
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Infrastructure development an essential investment  Verbatim

It is also things like improving farm fencing, water –
fencing and water are really important things. We spent
that money in the first place, I think that was the key. We
subdivided to get water into every paddock just for
improved grazing. (Otago, female)

There has always been opportunities in better fencing, better
fertiliser, better water systems i.e. stock water. But, those
things, I did all of that stuff 10 years ago. And shelter is
another one. (North Canterbury, male)

But, mainly just looking at water, water quality, what we can do
there. We have got a reticulated water system up here. We have
also carried that on down at the other block; just putting culverts
in. So, we are just very aware that we can’t do everything
overnight and just looking at what our footprint is and knowing
where you are, I think is a good start. (Gisborne, female)

We have close to 100 paddocks. [That is a lot of paddocks on
steep country?] Yes and they are not all the same size either,
or the same aspect. Learning the aspect and each paddock
has its own strength in a way so learning those is something
that I have had to do. (Canterbury, male)
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Understanding profit drivers Verbatim

Happy to spend money on fertiliser and animal health; they
are key profit drivers. (Southland, male)

Well, the main profit drivers for us is lambing. So. the more lambs
you have on board, the more profit you make, and the bigger they
are at weaning, the more money you make. And, the more you
have on the ground, the more money you make. (Wairarapa,
male)

We were 140% lambing in a farm discussion group and most
of the others were 165%, and a lot of them converted to dairy
because they weren’t making any money and we were
making about $1200 a hectare and so our lambing
percentage was 25% lower but we were making more per
hectare, because our lambs were growing that fast and
getting them away, you were getting premiums for that early
lamb. And, then you created this opportunity to buy store
lambs, do dairy grazing, sell silage, so you created
opportunities. (Southland, male)

And, a lot of the time when we are making decisions around
where the farm is heading, we put the animal first in terms of
its welfare and then build a cost structure around the animal,
and then figure out the profit after that. We don’t sit down
and go we need to make “x” profit. We sit down and we go, if
we are going to run sheep here or deer or cows or whatever,
it is going to be how are we going to make sure that their
welfare is sorted out first. (North Canterbury, male)
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Experimenting with new ideas and practices 
• High-performing farmers are regularly experimenting with new ideas and practices. However, they are reluctant to make

wholesale changes to systems that are already high-performing. Rather, over many years, most have been following a plan of
how they want to farm. This means most changes are tweaks and honing of their system as they seek to create a more efficient,
profitable and enjoyable style of farming.

• New ideas and potential tweaks are picked up from a variety of sources. Most are avid readers of farm magazines, attend off-
farm discussion groups and events and regularly talk with other farmers to stay across developments that could be useful if
adopted and moulded into their own system.

• These farmers are highly successful not because they follow new trends and ideas, but because they have a deep understanding
of what works on their farm, and the style of farming they want to pursue. As you would expect, younger farmers are more avid
experimenters, as are those who are on a farm which they have bought. Some high-performing farmers who are on a
generational farm are continuing with a tried and true system their father had developed. Often, the main changes they had
made was improving the efficiency and accuracy of how the system is executed using data recording technologies.

• In most cases, when a new practice is introduced, it is tightly trialled and monitored for results on a small scale before decisions
are made to more widely introduce it.

• Across the board, these high-performing farmers rarely take massive risks but focus on proven propositions for profit. Taking a
gamble and either winning big or losing big is not a good long-term business strategy. In saying this, many of them recalled
significant failures of the past, but the learnings from these have been well remembered and have shaped them into better
farmers.
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Experimenting with new ideas and practices Verbatim

I think the other challenge is that you can always change
policies. You can always look at how you can run things
differently. What about if we have a go at this? And it can
actually get quite exciting. For instance, we have decided we
are going to stop breeding our own replacements. We sit and
chat about it and we get quite excited about it. You are
always looking at those opportunities and how things can go
well. (Gisborne, female)

It comes down to you are always looking for new ideas. I
bring it home and say, will that work here, and if I think it
will work then we might give it a go. (Otago, male)

I think that is something that young farmers need to hear. They need to make mistakes. I have made plenty of mistakes, I have
done plenty of stupid things, but you don’t do them again. In terms of growing species or planting a type of tree that doesn’t
survive, or a grass species that doesn’t work. Cutting corners; maybe you didn’t use enough fertiliser when you sowed that
paddock, and little things like that. (North Canterbury, male)
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Careful and planned innovation for profit Verbatim

We are always happy to try different things, but we do it on
a small scale first. We are not an innovator, but we are an
early adopter is probably how I would classify ourselves.
We might do some stuff that is innovative but really, we do
things on a small scale first and then incorporate what
works. There is always someone that will come in, different
scientists coming in and telling us what we should and
shouldn’t be doing. A lot of it we take with a grain of salt,
and dad has been around for a long time and he knows
what will actually work and what won’t. So, it is just a
matter of sticking to the basics and working on the fringes
when you get a chance. (Central Otago, male)

With new ideas, at the end of the day you, have to look at
your farming system and decide what affect will that have
on the rest of the farming operation. And, at the end of the
year, will the bottom line be any different and is it worth it?
(Otago, male)

We are not trying to reinvent the wheel the whole time, it is
more about fine tuning, and unless something is really
broken then you don’t want to meddle with it too much, it
is more fine tuning rather than actually changing it.
(Canterbury, male)
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Surrounded by people  
• Most high-performing farmers are surrounded by a wider off-farm team. The range of rural professionals who these farmers

engage with varied from time-to-time.

• There is no one profession that stands out from the rest, it is more the quality of the local person, which has led to a long-term
relationship built on trust. In some cases, a highly rated rural professional is their ‘go to’ on a range of topics and, if the
professional is unable to answer their question, they will connect the farmer to someone who can.

• The range of supporting professionals talked about includes, agronomists, seed merchants, accountants, bank managers, and
farm advisors.

• In many cases, these top farmers are a strong husband and wife team. Together, they regularly talk about the farm, question
each other and use each other to test new ideas. The female side of the partnership is typically also quite active off-farm and
most of them have taken part in Agri-Women’s Development Trust courses.

• The different partners in the relationship tend to bring different perspectives to the table in discussions which invariably lead to
more robust decision making.

• These high-performing farmers mix a lot with peers, both informally with local farmers they have admired for years, and more
formally in discussion type groups with several of them being current members of RMPP Action Groups.

• Many of them play more of a leadership or mentor role in their Action Network Group. However, some of the older high-
performing farmers note it is refreshing being around younger farmers in their groups, and this has prompted them to think in
new ways about farming.
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Surrounded by a wider farm team Verbatim

We definitely have a good team around us that we have built
up over the years; banking, accountants, fert reps, stock rep.
They are all pretty consistent and if [husband] has got a
question then he goes straight to them and gets their opinion.
(Otago, female)

Just the policies alone. When we bought the new farm, there were
a couple of things that have happened. We were rightly or wrongly
just going to try and implement what we were doing here down on
the next block i.e. build cells and fattening bulls. This wasn’t just all
the influence of this consultant, but it helped us firm our decisions
around changing policies. We started doing that and we weren’t
comfortable, so we sat down with the consultant and these other
people who were good friends of ours to work out the best policies
basically for both blocks. (Gisborne, male)
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Husband and wife team    Verbatim

He is open to change and better ways of doing things
instead of just being stuck and that is possibly because I
have come from a non-farming background and I have
come in and said, "Why do we do this?” and he says, “That
is how we have done it for 50 years” and I say, “Why?” Just
having those open discussions. While I can’t get out on the
farm as much as I would like to, we definitely have those
discussions and I am part of the process and so is [name’s]
dad, and we all talk together. So, I think that helps
contribute to it as well. (Otago, female)

We spend a lot of time talking. The kids always say we talk about
nothing but farming. We are lucky that we both share that
passion. We work together and I guess we both come at it from
different angles. Being male and female, we tend to think of
things differently which is good, and I think that works well for us.
(Gisborne, female)

We examined a lot of options before that and tried them through buying in, trading and we also briefly talked
about moving properties if we wanted to do something more like a stud. So, we constantly talk and evaluate,
and we continually evaluate things as we go. (Canterbury, female)
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Well connected with other farmers Verbatim

Through our bank, we are also involved in another group of
people from the Hawkes Bay, that are very good farmers
and they have become friends really. One of them is a bit
like a mentor for us. It is a mini-discussion group.
(Gisborne, female)

One of the things that I think got a real kick start for us early
on, as far as lifting our game was, I looked further than our
local region for inspiration. While I was just looking out at my
neighbours and things like that, and one neighbour I know is
performing exceptionally well, but it is not a big enough
fishbowl to look in really. (Canterbury, male)

And, the farmers who are using it that we spoke with are all
very successful, possibly someone that you would look up to
for farming advice because they are doing quite well on their
own farms. (Otago, female)

Phone conversations with neighbours, other farmers, read the
Farmers Weekly and Rural News and that sort of stuff. You go
out to dinner and a drink and nine times out of 10, there is
majority of farming families there. Inevitably the
conversation comes around to farming as it does, and you just
pick up things that way. (Hawkes Bay, male)
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Leaders in RMPP groups Verbatim

[Are you happy to play that more mentoring role in a group?]
Yes, definitely. I am more than happy to be involved in that. I
think that is the biggest thing is actually stimulating and
getting the conversation started or asking a few questions.
People have certainly grown into it [RMPP Action Group] a
little bit more. The first couple of meetings, just getting
people to start conversations or ask questions, and you will be
driving home, and they will be asking questions they should
have asked the farmer at the place we were at. The group has
certainly grown in the two years. (Central Otago, male)

It is a really lovely group, but it is also good for us to mix with
younger people and to hear how they are thinking, so that
different generation, that is healthy for us and it helps us with
[our son] I guess in the long run. It just helps us stay fresh.
(Canterbury, female)
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4.0 Conclusions (cont.)
• These high-performing farmers have identified several challenges that were less apparent in 2015. Most of these can be

characterised as coming from outside the farm gate.

• While this was evident five years ago, there appears to be a stronger sense that the general mood of the country is against
farmers which is manifested in growing regulations impacting on how they can farm. However, COVID-19 was credited for some
recent warming of public perceptions towards food producers.

• Other specific areas include the need for improved sustainability and responding to climate change, by working out ways to
become carbon neutral. And the need to provide evidence to assure markets and regulators that farmers were meeting
standards. Another challenge is meeting changing consumer preferences.

• The good news for the industry is that much of what high-performing farmers already do, will at least partly address most of
these looming challenges. Good farm management practices already mostly align with sustainability and high animal welfare
standards.

• Given the magnitude of the challenges the red-meat sector faces, there is a need for some reshaping of the way in which land is
employed in pastural farming. There is evidence that our high-performers are already beginning to ready themselves for a
different future. However, support is needed to help these high-performers gather the required data to assure both the markets
and regulators of the quality job they already do. Plus a need to publicise their efforts, so pathways to assure markets and
regulators can be laid down for the wider farming community to follow.

• There is likely to be a need for the red-meat industry to consider how they support red-meat farmers who, in their desire to run
intergenerational businesses, are considering a wider mix of land uses. In the future this may require a tweak to how industry
support is both funded and provided
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4.0 Conclusions (cont.)

• For other farmers wishing to increase their performance, the main lessons they can take from these high-performing farmers
are to:

• Pay close attention to the details of farming, this includes finances, pasture, and stock condition.

• Support this by monitoring, measuring, and recording farm performance.

• Use this information to proactively make decisions so they can consistently execute a simple farm system or plan.

• Work to understand their cost of and drivers of production and focus on profit by continuing to invest where returns are
more certain. This should include the three to five areas that they must get right every year for their farm system.

• Have a long-term plan in place that both reflects their own style of farming and what works well within the environment
they operate in.

• Talk to well-regarded farmers and rural professionals to help to test their own ideas and find new ones.


